


Science at Glenfall



Intent: Enjoy - Enquire - Excel

We aim to: 

• Develop a love and enjoyment of science

• Build knowledge through a broad, vocabulary-rich curriculum, with a skills-based 
focus that values practical opportunities and encourages the children to enquire

• Offer high quality teaching with high expectations for all

• Relate science to everyday life and maximise opportunities for it in our environment 
(inside and out)

• We give children a firm foundation on which they can build at secondary school

• Offer visits and visitors to further champion the subject, develop wider interests and 
provide a valuable insight into STEM careers 



Implementation: How? (organisation)

• Science is taught explicitly, although may make relevant links 
with the creative curriculum

• In EYFS and KS1, the topics are planned to be year specific, 
whereas KS2 follow a 2 year rolling programme

• We aim to teach a full science lesson weekly, in every class, 
excepting seasonal festivals. It is timetabled.

• Our curriculum is based on our values: Enjoy – Enquire - Excel



We learn science with practical and investigative experiences, that 
develop scientific enquiry, alongside content.

POLICY QUOTE: We firmly believe that children learn best through first-hand experience, so we aim to provide opportunities 
for as much practical work as possible, aiming for a minimum of two such experiences every half term.



Pupils are encouraged to be enquiring, ask their own questions and be 
curious.



We develop scientific terminology: word mats, vocabulary-rich displays 



To stimulate interest every class has a quality 
science learning wall that makes relevant use of:

Key questions and concepts 

Key terminology and definitions (word 

mat?)

Pupil questions and thoughts

Prior knowledge 

Activities and experiments: photos, 

work, diagrams, posters etc

Ideas for further activities

Celebration of success



We relate science to everyday life



We make use of the outside environment to bring science to life



We foster care for the environment

• COP26 Year 6 class letters to local MP and Boris Johnson 

• Subsequent visit from Alex Chalk to answer our environmental questions

• Wind power session with BP engineer Matt Allen

• Planting trees

Planting  a jubilee tree

BP engineer Matt Allen



We go on trips

BLOOD, GUTS AND A BIT OFF THE TOP -THE 

TUDOR BARBER SURGEON trip to The John Moore 

Museum, Tewkesbury

STEAM BRISTOL



We have lots of visitors : Roaming Reptiles, The Cheltenham Science 
group, Mini-professors, firefighters, dentists, midwives, health visitors, moth 
experts, geologists and The Black Hole

Mini-professors

Critter encounters



We link with Industry
1. Spirax Sarco visits Glenfall and Glenfall visits their Cheltenham site



2. Mr Allen, BP engineer, to Year 6 
Wind turbines

Lemon batteries with Y5

STEM ambassador Paul Treble 
and team make fan boats

Sound with Y3 and 4



We have a science week – every year



We work with a feeder secondary schools
What have we done?

• Y6 transition meetings

• Y5 and 6 teachers observed science Forces lesson at Balcarras

• Y4 and 5 attended course at Balcarras – Building strong foundations in primary 
science 

• Y5 pupils attended Balcarras for Stretch and Challenge: cells, reactions

• Y5 pupil group invited to 6 Royal Institute of Mathematics in Physics, at 6 after school 
sessions. Teachers invited too

• Lung and heart dissections with Balcarras 

• Y5 visit St Edwards for STEM day

• TSH partnership: The Balcarras Conference

• Stretch and Challenge – Year 5 group to Balcarras 





Links with Gloucestershire University

• STEM visits to Y5 to make controllable cars: Maths, Science, ICT  



We promote women in science



Assemblies promote science

• Junior News Assembly  - weekly – always includes science

• E- bug assembly   

• Oceans Assembly 

• Carbon Footprints 

• Moth specialist, Jacqui Brown

• Live ECG and oximeter reading

• COP26 assembly

• Harvest Assembly

• Science week assembly – famous scientists 



WE ENTER COMPETITIONS
• WOMEN IN ENGINEERING
• ENGINEERING WITH GLOS UNI
• DINOSAURS – MR MULLIGANS
• THE WILDLIFE QUIZ



Extra-curricular science

• Gardening/vegetables

• Bikes to school – annually

• Bikeability

• Recycling: batteries, paper

• Plastic water bottles reused, milk cartons collected

• Litter picking - termly

• WWF fundraise and animal adoption 

• Links with school-council



We use a TAPS focussed assessment – every topic 

Scientific enquiry using a TAPS unit termly,
which we discuss and moderate at staff-
meetings

Scientific knowledge through 
work.

• Whole school book look at 

progression  and TAPS experiences 

• TAPS samples gathered for examples 



The science coordinator completes a MER cycle 
annually, reporting to SMT and the science governor.

• Pupil voice
• Book look
• Teacher questionnaire
• Observations
• Learning walk
• Resources



WE TALK ABOUT SCIENCE AT STAFF-MEETINGS 
AND INSET  - FOR EXAMPLE

1. Science week

2. TAPS

3. Time allocation and timetabling

4. Conclusion and evaluation mats for guidance

5. Refresh types of variable: control, dependent and independent

6. Resources organised

7. TAPS  - look at focus; is it meeting it?

8. What do we do at Glenfall in science? ppt discussion

9. Launching 1001 Inventions Science Week

10. Links with maths, scientific enquiry word mats



Quality CPD

• Staff-meetings and inset

• Subject leadership courses 3x year

• Balcarras observations

• Balcarras transition

• Opportunity to join Royal Institute session at Balcarras

• Engagement with Teaching School Hub



We are well resourced



IMPACT - evidence

At Glenfall, we have enquiring, motivated, resilient learners, 
who speak of their love of science, with enthusiasm, the 
majority of which reach ARE.

Science lessons are fun, packed with practical opportunities 
for scientific enquiry and rich with scientific vocabulary.

The school environment is inspiring – both inside and 
outside.

STEM expert visits and visitors inspire.


